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[2] A £und~inental principle i~1 the client-lawyer relationship is that,
in the absence of the client's informed consent, the lawyer must not reveal information relati~lg to the representation. See Rule 1.0(e) for the
definition of informed consent. This contributes to the trust that is the
hallmark of the client-lawyer relltionship. The client is thereby encouraged to seek legal assistance and to commuiucate fi111y and frankly with
the lawyer even as to embarrassing ox 1eg111y damaging subject matter.
The lawyer needs this information to represent the client effectively and,
if necessary, to advise the client to refrain from wrongful conduct. Almost
without exception, clients come to lawyers in order to determine their
rights and what is, in the complex of laws and regulations, deemed to be
legal and correct. Based upon experience, lawyers know that almost all
clients follow the advice given, and the law is upheld.
[3] The principle of client-lawyer confidentiality is given effect by
related bodies of law: the attorney-client privilege, the work product
doctrine and the rule of confidentiality established in professio~zal ethics. The atforney-client privilege and work product doctrine 1pply in judicial and other proceedings in which a lawyer may be called as a witness or otherwise requixed to proc~~.ice evidence concerning a client. The
rule of client-1lwyer confidentiality applies in situations other than those
where evidence is sought from the lawyer through compulsion of law.
The confidentiality rule, fox example, applies not only to mltters communicated in confidence by the client but also to all information relating to
the representation, whatever its source. A lawyer may not disclose such
information except as authorized or required by the Rules of Professional
Conduct or other law. See also Scope.
[4] Paragraph (a) prohibits a lawyer from revealing information relating to the representation of a client. This prohibition also applies to disclosures by a lawyer that do not in themselves reveal protected information but corxid reasonably lead to the discovery of sL1ch information by a
third person. A lawyer's use of a hypothetical to discuss issues relating to
the representation is permissible so long as there is no reasonable likelihood that the listener will be able to ascertain the identity of the client or
the situation involved.

14uthorize~ Disclos~Ye
[5) Except to the extent that the client's instructions or special circumstances limit thlt authority, a lawyer is impliedly aLtthorized to make
disclosures abo~lt ~ client ti=hen appropriate in carrying out the represen-
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tation. In some situations, for example, a lawyer may be impliedly atxthorized to admit a fact that cannot properly be disputed or to mike a
disclosure that Eacilit~tes ~ satisfactory conclusion to a matter. Lawyers
in a firm may, in the course of the firm's practice, disclose to each other
information relating to a client of the firm, unless the client has instructed
Shat particular information be confined to specified 1lwyers.
I~iscdosu~^e A~ve~se to ~l~ent
[6] Although the public interest is usually best served by z strict rule
requiring lawyexs to preserve the confidentiality of information relating
to the repxesentation of their clients, the confidentiality rule is subject to
limited exceptions. Paragraph (b)(1) recognizes the overriding value of
life and physical integrity and. permits cliscl.osL~re reasonably necessary to
prevent reasonably certain death or substantial bodily haxm. Such harm
is reasonably certain to occur if it will be suffered .imminently or if there
is a present anal substantill threat that a person wi11 suffer such harm at
a latex date if the lawyer fails to take action necessary to eliminate the
threat. Thus, a lawyer who knows that a client has accidentally discharged toxic waste into a town's water supply may reveal this information to the authorities if there is a present and substantial risk that a person who drinks the water will contract alife-threatening or debilitatuZg
disease end the lawyer's disclosure is necessary to eliminate the threat or
reduce the member of victims.
[7] Paragraph (b)(2) is a limited exception to the rule of confidenti~lity that permits the lawyer. to reveal znfoxmation to ~11e extent necessary
to enable affected persons or appropriate authorities to prevent the client from committing a crime or fraud, as defined in Rule 1.0(d), that is
reasonably certain to result in substantial injury to the financial or property interests of another and in furtherance of which the client has used
or is using the lawyer's services. Such a serious abuse of the client-lawyer
relationship by the client forfeits the protection of this Rule. The client
can, of course, prevent such disclosure by refraining from the wrongful
conduct. Although paragraph (b)(2) does not require the lawyer to reveal
the client's misconduct, the lawyex may not counsel or assist the cfient in
conduct the lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent. See Rule 1.2(d). See
also Rule 1.16 with respect to the lawyer's obligation or right to withdraw
fxozn the representation of the client in such circumstances, anti Rule
1.13(c), which permits the 1lwyer, where the client is an organization, to
reveal infornlatiol~ relating to t1~e rep7~esenlalion ii1 lunilea ci~•cui7lstailce~.
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[8] Paragraph (b)(3) addresses the situation in which. the lawyer does
not learzz of the client's crime or fraud until after it has been consummated. Although the client no longer has the option of preventing disclosure by refraining from the wrongful conduct, there wi.il be situations in
which the loss sufferer{ by the affected person can be prevented, rectified
or mitigated. In such situations, the lawyer may disclose information relating to the representation to the extent necessary to enable the affected
persons to prevent or mitigate reasonably certain losses or to attempt to
recoup their losses. Plragraph (b)(3) does not apply when a person who
has committed a crime or fraud thereafter employs a lawyer for representation concerning that offense.
[9] A lawyer's confidentiality obligations do not preclude a lawyer
from. securing confidential legal advice about the lawyer's personal xesponsibility to comply with these Rules. In most situations, disclosing
information to secure such advice will be impliedly a~.rthorized for the
lawyer to carry out the representation. Even when the disclosure is not
impliedly authorized, parlgraph (b)(4) perm.its such disclosure because
of the importance of a lawyer's compliance with the Rules of Professional
Conduct.
[10] Where a legal claim or. disciplinary charge alleges complicity of
the lawyer in a client's conduct or other misconduct of the lawyer involying representation of the client, the lawyer may respond to the extent the
lawyer reasonably believes necessary tc~ estlblish a defense. The same is
true with respect to a claim involving the conduct or representation of
a former client. Such a charge can arise_ in a civil, criminal, disciplinary
or other proceeding and can be based on a wrong allegedly committed
by the lawyer against the client or on a wrong alleged by a third person,
for example, a. person claiming to have been defrauded by the lawyer
and client acting together. The lawyer's right to respond arises when an
assertion of such complicity has been made. Paragraph (b)(5) does not
require the lawyer. to await the commencement of an action or proceeding that charges such complicity, so that the defense may be established
by responding directly to a third party who has made such an assertion.
the right to defend also applies, of course, where a proceeding has been
commenced.
[11] A lawyer entitled to a fee is permitted by paragraph (b)(5) to
prove the services rendered it1 an action to collect it. This aspect o£ the
rule expresses the principle that the beneficiary of a fiduciary relationship
may not exploit it to the detriment of the fiduciary.
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ant to paragraph (b)(7). Paragraph (b)(7) also does not effect the disclosLzre of information within a law firm when the disclosure is otherwise
authorized, see Comment [5], such as when 1 lawyer in a firm discloses
information to another lawyer in the same firm to detect anti resolve conflicts of interest that could arise in connection with undertaking a new
representation.
[15] A Dwyer may be ordered to revel information relating to the
representation of a client by a court or by another trib~inal or governmental entity claiming authority pw-suant to other l.aw to compel the disclosure. Absent informed consent of the client to do otherwise, the lawyex
should assert on behalf of the client all nonfrivolous claims that the order
is not authorized by other law or that the infoxmation sought is protected
against disclosure by the lttoxney-cliezzt privilege or other applicable law.
In the event of an adverse ruling, the lawyer must consult with the client
about the possibility of appeal to the extent required by RLile 1.4. Unless
review is sought, however, paragraph (b)(6) permits the lawyer to comply with the court's order.
[1b] Paragraph (b) permits disclosure anly to the extent the lawyer
reasonably believes the disclosure is necessary to accomplish one of the
purposes specified.. Where practicable, the lawyer should first seek to
pers~lade the client to take suitable action to obviate the need for disclosure. In any case, a disclosure adverse to the client's interest should be
no greater than the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to accomplish
the puxpose. If the disclosure will be m1d~ in coruzection with a judicial
proceeding, the disclosure should be made in a manner that limits access
to the information to the tribunal ox other persons having a need to know
it and appropriate protective orders or other arrangements should be
sought by the lawyer to the fullest extent practicable.
[17] Paragraph (b) permits but does not require the disclosure of information relating to a client's representation to accomplish the purposes
specified in paragraphs (b)(2) thro~,tgh (b)(6). In exercising the discretion
conferred by this Rule, the Dwyer may consider such factors as the nafiire
of the lawyer's relationship with the client and with those who might be
injured by the clieizt, the lawyer's own involvement in the transaction
and factors that may extenuate the conduct in question. A 1lwyer's decision not to disclose as permitted. by paragraph (b) does not violate this
R~.ile. Disclosure may be required, however, by other Rules. Some RLtles
require disclosure only if s~.ich disclosure would be permitted by parlgraph (b). See Rules 1.2(d), 4.1(b), 8.1 and 8.3. Pule 3.3, on the other h1nd,
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A client may require t11e Dwyer to implement special security measures
not required by this Rule or may gi-ve informed consent to the use of ~
means of commL~X~ication that woLzld otherwise be prohibited by this
Rule. Whether a lawyer may be rec~uixed to tale additional steps in order
to comply with other law, such as state and federal laws that govern data
privacy, is beyond the scope of these Rules.
~'oa~nze~ ~laent
[20] The duty of confidentiality continues after the client-lawyer relationship has terminated. See Rule 1.9(c)(2). See Rule 1.9(c)(1) for the prohibition against using such information to the disadvantage of the former
client.
De£~~aa~~~~a~ C~~~sm~def~~~~~e~
"Fraud" See Rule 1.0(d)
"Informed consent" See Rule 1.0(e)
"Reasonable" and "Reasonably" See Rule 1.0(h)
"Reasonably believes" See Rule 1.0(i)
"Substantial" See Rule 1.0(1)
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[1] Loyalty and independent judgment are essential elements in the
lawyer's relationship to 1 client. Concurrent conflicts of interest can arise
from the lawyer's responsibilities to anotlZer client, a foxmer client or a
third person ox from the lawyer's own interests. For specific Rules regarding certain concurrent conflicts o£ interest, see Rule 1.8. Fox former
client conflicts of interest, see Rule 1.9. For conflicts of intexest involving
prospective clients, see Rule 1.18. ~"ox definitions of "info:rmed consent"
and "confirmed in writing," see Rule 1.0(e) and (b).
[2] Resolution of a conflict of interest problem under this Rule requixes the lawyer to: 1) clearly identify the client or clients; 2) determine
whether a conflict of interest exists; 3) decide whether the representation
may be undertaken despite the existence of a conflict, i.e., whether the
conflict is consentable; and 4)if so, consult with the clients affected under
paragraph (a) and obtain their informed consent, confirmed in writing.
The clients affected under paragraph (a) include both of the clients referred to in paragraph (a)(1) and the one or more clients whose representation might be materially limited under paragraph (a)(2).
[3] A conflict of interest may exist before representation is Luzdertaken, in which event the representation must be declined, unless the
lawyer obtains the informed consent of each client under the conditions
of paragraph (b). To determine whether a conflict of interest exists, ~ lawyer should adopt reasonable procedures, appropriate for the size and
type of firm and practice, to determine in both litigation and non-litigation matters the persons and issues involved. See also Comment to Rile
5.1. Ignorance caused by a failure to institute such procedti~res will not excL~se a lawyex's violation of this Rule. As to whether aclient-lawyer relatioilship exists or, having once been established, is continlzing, see Comment to Rule 1.3 and Scope.
[4] If a conflict arises after representation has been undertaken, the
lawyer ordinarily must withdraw from the representation, unless the
lawyer his obtained the informed consent of the client under the conditions of paragraph (b). See Rule 1.16. Where more than one client is in-
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volved, whether the lawyer may continue to represent any of the clients
is determined both by the lawyer's lbility to comply with duties owed to
the former client and by the lawyer's ability to represent adequately the
remaining client or clients, given the lawyer's duties to the former client.
See Rule 1.9. See also Comments [5] and [29].
[5] Unforeseeable developments, such as changes in corporate and
other organizational affiliations or the addition or realignment of parties in litigation, might create conflicts in the midst of a representation, as
when a company sued by the lawyer on behalf of one client is bought by
another client represented by the lawyer in alp unrelated matter. Depending on t11e circumstances, the lawyer may have the option to withdraw
from one of the representations in order to avoid the conflict. The lawyer
must seek court approval where necessary end take steps to minimize
harm to t11e clients. See Rule 1."16. The lawyer must continue to protect
the confidences of the client from whose representation the lawyer has
withdrawn. See Rule 1.9(c).

Identifying- C'~nfCicts ofIntea^este
I)i~ectly fldve~se
[6] Loyalty to a current client prohibits undertaking representation
directly adverse to that client without that client's informed consenf.
Thus, absent consent, a lawyer may not act as an advocate in one matter agaizzst a person the lawyer represents in some other matter, even
when the matters are wholly unrelated. Tl1e client as to whom the representation is directly adverse is likely to feel betrayed, and the res~xlting
damage to the client-lawyer relationship is likely to impair the lawyer's
ability to represent the client effectively. In addition, the client on ~~hose
behalf the adverse representation is L~tdertaken reasonably may fear that
the lawyer wi11 pursue that client's case less effectively out of deference
to the other client, i.e., t11at the representation may be materially limited
by the lawyer's interest in. retaining the current client. Similarly, a directly
adverse conflict may arise when a lawyer is required to cross-examine a
client who appears a.s a witness in a lawsurt involving another client, as
when the testimony will be damaging to the client who is represented in
the l.awsu.it. On the other hand, simtlltanec~us represezltation in unrelated
matters of clients whose interests are only economically adverse, such as
representation of competing economic e~lterprises in unrelated litigation,
does not ordinarily constitute a conflict of interest and thus may not require consent of the respective clients.
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maters.
[7] Directly adverse conflicts can ~Iso arise in transactional
s in
busines
a
For example, if a lawyer is asked to represent the seller of
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negotiations with a bLryer represented by the lawyer, not
not undercould
lawyer
transaction but in another, unrelated matter, the
each client.
take the representation without the informed consent of

Identifying Conflicts ofI~t~~^~st:
1~c~teria l I.inzitatio~e

'~;

of interest
[8] Even where there is no direct adverseness, a conflict
r, recexists if there is a significant risk that a lawyer's ability to conside
client will
ommencl or carry out an appropriate course of action for the
es or
ibiliti
respons
be materially limited as a result of the lawyer's other
individuals
interests. For example, a lawyer asked to represent several
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limited.
lly
materia
be
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seeking to form a joint venture is likely
that
ns
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others. The
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otherwi
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judgment
terially interfere with the lawyer's indepezldent professional
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reasona
that
action
of
in considering alternatives or foreclose courses
should be pLirsued on behalf of the client.

Lawyer's Responsibilities to
Fo~ner Clients and Other "~"hird Persons
's du[9] In addition to conflicts with other current clients, a lawyer
irespons
ties of loyalty and independence may be materially limited by
bilities
bilities to former clients under Rule 1.9 or by the lawyer's responsi
service
's
lawyer
~
to other persons, such as fiduciary duties arising from
as a txuslee, executor or corporate director.

Personal InteYest Conflicts
have an
[10] The 1lwyer's own interests shoLlld not be permitted to
probity
if
the
e,
adverse effect on xepresentation of a client. For exampl
n, it may
of a lawyer's own conduct in a transaction is in serious questio
ed
advice.
detach
client
a
give
be difficult or impossible for the lawyer to
employ
e
Similarly, when a lawyer has discussions concerning possibl
reprement with an opponent of the lawyer's client, or with a law firm
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senting t11e opponent, such discussions could materially limit the lawyer's representation of the client. In addition., a lawyer may not allow
related business interests to affect representation, for example, by referring clients to an enterprise in which the lawyer has an undisclosed. financial interest. See Rule 1.8 for specific Rules pertaining to a number of
personal interest conflicts, including business transactions wit11 clients.
See also Rule 1.10 (personal interest conflicts unc-ler Rule 1.7 ordinarily
Ire not impLrted to other lawyers in a law firm).
[11] When lawyers representing different clients in the same matter
or in substantially related matters are closely related by blood or marriage, there may be a significant risk that client confidences will be revealed and that the lawyer's flmily relationship will interfere with both
loyalty and independent professional judgment. As a result, each client
is entitled to know of the existence and implications of the relationship
between the lawyers before the lawyer agrees to undertake the representation. Thus, a lawye~~ related to another lawyer, e.g., as parent, child; sibling or spouse, ordinarily znay not represent a client in a matter where
that lawyer is representing another party, unless each client gives informed consent. The disqualification arising from a close family relationship is personal and ordinarily is not imputed to members of firms with
whom the lawyers are associated. See Rule 1.10.
[12] A lawyer is prohibited from engaging in sexual relationships
with a client unless the sexual relationship predates the formation of the
client-lawyer relationship. See Rule 1.8(j).

I~te~est o~I~~YSOYI P~iJ2Yl~~DY Gt L~Z472~~Y~S S~Y77~~~
[13] A Dwyer may be paid from a source other than the client, including 1 co-client, i.f the client is informed of that .fact and consents and
the arrangement does not compromise the lawyer"s duty of loyalty or
independent jL~dgment to the client. See Rule 1.8(f). If acceptance of the
payment from any other source presents a significant risk that the lawyer's representation of the client will be materially limited by the lawyer's own interest in accommodating the person paying the lawyer's fee
or by the lawyer's responsibilities to a payer who is also a co-client, then
the Dwyer must comply Frith the requ.iremen~s of paragraph (b) before
accepting the representation, including determining whether the conflict
is consentable and, if so, that the client has adequate information about
the material. risks of the representation.
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depends on the nature of the conflict and th.e nature of the risks involved.
1Nhen representation of multiple clients in a single matter is undertaken,
the information must include the implications of the common representation, including possible effects on loyalty, confidentiality anal the attorney-client privilege and the advantages and risks involved.. See Comments [30] and [31](effect of common representation on confidentiality).
[19] Under some circumstances it maybe impossible to make the disclosure necessary to obtain consent. For example, when the lawyer represents different clients in related matters a11d one of the clients refuses to
consent to the disclosure necessary to permit the other client to make an
informed decision, the lawyer cannot properly ask the latter to consent.
i~1 some uses the alternative to common representation can be that each
party may have to obtain separate representation with the possibility of
incurring additional costs. These costs, along with the benefits of securing separate representatiozl, are factors that may be considered by the
affected client in determining whether common representation is in the
client's interests.

~'onsent ConfaYvwced an ~aT~iting
[20) Paragraph (b) requires the lawyex to obtain the informed consent
of the client, confirmed in wrifiing. Such a writing may consist of a document executed by the client or one that the lawyer promptly records and
transmits to the client following an oral consent. See Rule 1.0(b). See also
Rule 1.0(n)(writing includes electronic transmission). If it is not feasible
to obtain or transmit the writing at the time the client gives informed
consent, then the lawyer must obtain or transmit it within a reasonable
time thereafter. See Rule 1.0(b). The requirement of a writing does not
sLrpplant the need in most cases for the lawyer to talk with the client, to
explain the risks and advantages, if any, of representation burdened with
a conflict of interest, as well as reasonably available alternatives, and to
afford the client a reasonable oppartunity to consider the risks and alternatives and to raise questions a~zd concerns. Rather, the writing is regLlired in order to impress upon clients the seriousness of the decision the
client is being asked to make arzd to avoid disputes ox ambiguities that
might later occur in the absence of a writing.

IZevo~Cing Consent
[21] A client who has given consent to a conflict may revoke the consen.t and., like any other client, may terminate the lawyer's representation
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crim1:inal
case
as well
as civil. The potential for conflict
of interesf in representing multiple defendants in
a criminal case is so grave that ordi
narily
a lawyer should decline to represen
t more than one codefendant.
On tlZe
other hind,common representati
on of persons having similar inte
rest
s in
civil litigation is proper if the req
uirements of paragraph (b) are
met
.
[24] Ordinarily a lawyer may
take inconsistent Legal positions
in different tribunals at different time
s on behalf of different clients.
The
mere
fact that advocating a legal
position on behalf of one client
mig
ht
create
precedent adverse to the interest
s of a client represented by the
1lw
yer
in an unrelated mattex does not
create a conflict of interest. A
conf
lict
of
intexest exists, however, if ther
e is a significant risk that a law
yer's action on behalf of one client will
materially limit the lawyer's effe
ctiveness in representing another. clie
nt in a different case; for exa
mpl
e,
whe
n
a decision favoring one client
will create a precedent likely
seri
to
ousl
y
weaken the position taken on
behalf of the other client. Fact
ors
rele
vant
in determining whether the clie
nts need to be advised o£ the risk
include:
where the cases are pendin
g, whether the issue is substantive.
or
procedural, th.e temporal relationship
between the matters, the signific
ance
of
the issue to the immediate and
long-term interests of the clients
inv
olv
ed
and the clients' reasonable expe
ctations in retaining the lawyer.
If thexe
is significant risk of material limi
tation, then absent informed con
sent of
the affected clients, the lawyer
mast refuse one of the represen
tati
ons or
withdraw from o71e or both matt
ers.
[25] When a lawyer represents or
seeks to represent a class of plai
ntiffs or defendants in aclass-a
ction lawsuit, unnamed member
s
of
the
class are ordinarily not consider
ed to be dzents of the lawyer
for purposes of 1pplying paragraph (a)(
1) of this Rule. Thus, the lawyer
does
not typically need to get the con
sent of such a person before
repr
esen
ting
a client suing the person in an unre
lated. hatter.. Similarly, a lawyer
seeking to represent an opponent in a
class action sloes not typically
nee
d the
consent of an unnamed member of
the class whom the lativyer
repr
esents
in an unrelated matter.
IVonlitig~ztion Conflicts
[26] Conflicts of interest Lrnder
paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) aris
e in
contexts other than litigation. Fox•
a discussion of directly advers
e conflicts in transactional matters, see
Comment [7]. Relevint factors
in
determining whether there is sign
ificant potential for material
limi
tati
on
include the dLtration and inti
macy of the lawyer's relation
shzp with the
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client or clients involved, the functions being performed by the Dwyer,
the likelihood that disagreements will arise and the likely prejudice to the
client from the conflict. The question is often one of proximity and degree. See Corrunent [8].
[27] For example, conflict questions may arise in estate planning
and estate administration. ~ lawyex may be called upon to prepare wills
fox several family members, such as husband and wife, anti, depending
upon the circtamstances, a conflict of interest may be present. In estate
~dzninistration the identity of the client may be unclear under the law of
a particular jurisdiction. Under one view, the client is the fidtilciaxy; tu-tder
another view the client is the estate or trust, including its beneficiaries. In
order to comply with conflict of interest rules, the lawyer should make
clear the lawyer's relationship to the parties involved.
(28] Whether a conflict is consentable depends on the circumstances.
For example, a lawyer may not represent multiple parties to a negotiation
whose interests are fundamentally antagonistic to each other, but common representation is permissible where the clients are generally aligned
in interest even though there is some difference in interest among them.
Thus, a lawyer may seek to eskablish or adjust a relationship between clients on ~n amicable and mutually advantageous basis; for example, in
helping to organize a business in which two or more clients are entrepreneurs, working oL~t the financial reorganization of 1n enterprise in which
two or more clients have an interest or arranging a property distribution
in settlement.of an estate. The lawyer seeks to resolve potentially adverse
interests by developing the parties' mutual interests. Otherwise, each
party might have to obtain separlte representation, with the possibility
of incurring additional cost, complication or even litigation. Given these
and other relevant factors, the clients may prefer that the lawyer act for
all of them.

Special ~on~zderc~~zo~as in Co~ec~aaa~t IZep~esentc~tioaa
[29] In considering whether to represent multiple clients in the same
matter, a lawyer should be mindful that if the common representation
fails because the potentially adverse interests cannot be reconciled, the result can be additional cost, embarrassment and recrimination. Ordinarily,
the lawyer will be forced to withdraw from representing all of the clients
if the common representation fails. In some situations, the risk of failure
is so great that multiple representation is plainly impossible. For example, alawyer cannot undertake common representation of clients where
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contentious litigation ox neg
otiations between them are imm
inent or conte>.mplated. Moreover, becaus
e t11e lawyer i.s required to be
impartial be4
tween commonly represented
clients, representation of m~ll
tipl
e clieT.lts is
improper when it is unlikely
that iinp~rtiality can be mainta
ine
d. Generally, if the relationship betwee
n the parties has already ass
ume
d
antagoniszn, the possibility that the
clients` izlterests can be adequa
tely served
by common representation
is not vezy good. C3ther rele
vazlt factors are
whether the lawyer subsequen
tly will represent both part
ies on a conti~luing basis and whet~ei the
situation involves creating or
terminating a
relationship between the
parties.
[30] A particularly import
ant factor in detexmining the
appropxiateness of common represent
ation is the effect o~1 client-lawy
er
confidentiality and the attorney-client
privilege. With regard to the
att
orney-client
~z~ivilege, the prevailing rul
e is that, as between common
ly
rep
resented
clients, the privilege does not
attach. Hence, it must be ass
ume
d that if
litigation eventuates betwee
n the clients, the privilege will
not protect
any such communications,
and the clients should be so adv
ise
d.
[31) As to the duty of confiden
tiality, continued common
representation will almost certainly be
inadequate if one client ask
s
the
lawyer not
to disclose to the other client
information relevazzt to tk~e
co
mm
on representation. Tizis is so becaus
e the lawyer has an equal dut
y of loyalty to
each client, and each client
has khe right to be informed of
any
thing bearing on the representation tha
t might affect that client's inte
rest
s and the
right to expect thlt the law
yer will use that informati
on
to
tha
t client's
benefit. See Rule 1.4. The law
yer should, at the outset of the
co
mm
on representation and a.s part of the
process of obtaining each clie
nt`s informed
consent, advise each client
that information will be sha
red
and that the
lawyer wi11 have to withdraw
if one client decides that som
e
matter znaterial to the representation sho
uld be kept from the other.
In limited circuznstances, it ma.y be approp
riate .far the lawyer to procee
d
with the representation when the clients
have agreed, after being pro
per
ly informed,
that the lawyer will keep cez~
tain information confidential
.
For
example,
the lawyer may reasonably con
clude that failure to disclo
se
one
client's
trade secrets to another client wil
l not adversely affect repres
ent
ati
on involving ajoint venture betwee
n the clients and agree to kee
p
t1~a
inf
t
ormation confidential with fihe
informed consent of both
clients.
[32] When seeking to establ
ish or adjust a relationship
between clients, the lawyer should. mak
e clear that the iawye~-'s rol
e
is
not that of
partisanship normally exp
ected in other circumstance
s and, thus, that
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the clients may be required to assume greater responsibility for decisions
than when each client is separately represented. Any limitations on the
scope of the representation made necessary as a result o£ the common
representation should be fully explained to the clients at the o~~tset o.f the
representltion. See Rule 1.2(c).
[33] Subject to the above limitations, each client in the common representation has the right to loyal and diligent representation end the protection of Rule 1.9 concerning the obligatS.ons to a former client. The client
also has the right to discharge the lawyer as stated in Rule 1.16.

O~gc~niz~xta~n~l Client
[34] A lawyer who represents a corporation or other organization
does not, by virtL~e of that representation, necessarily represent any constituent or affiliated organizltion, such as ~ parent or subsidiary. See R~~le
1.13(a). Thus,the lawyer fox 1n organization is not barred from accepting
representation adverse to an affiliate in an unxelated matter, unless the
circumstances are such that the affiliate should also be considered a client of the 1a~vyer, there is an understanding between the lawyer and the
organizational client that the lawyer will avoid representation adverse to
the client's affiliates, or the lawyer's obligations to either the organizational client or the new client are likely to limit materially the lawyer's
representation of the other client.
[35] A lawyer for a corporation or other orglniz~tion who is also ~
member of its board of directors should detexmine whether the responsibilities of the two roles may conflict. 'The Dwyer may be called on to
advise the corporation in maters involving actions of the directors. Consic~eration should be given to the frequency with which such situations
may arise, the potential intensity of the conflict, the effect of the lawyer's
resignation from the board and the possibility of the corporation's obtaining legal advice from another lawyer in such situations. If there is material risk that the dual role will compromise the lawyer's independence
of professional judgment, the lawyer should. not serve as a clixector or
should cease to act as the corporation's lawyer when conflicts of interest
arise. The lawyer should advise the othex members of the board that in
some circumstances mattexs discussed at board meetings while the lawyer is present in the capacity of director might not be protected by the
attorney-client privilege and that conflict of interest considerations might
require the lawyer's recusal as a director or might require th.e lawyer and
the lawyer's firm to decline representation of the corporation in a matter.
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~~~~i~~~~~~ t~r~s~~R~f~r~~c~e~
"Confirmed in writing" See Rule 1.0(b)
"Informed consent" See .Rule 1.0(e)
"Reasonably believes" See Rule 1.0(i)
"Tribuzzal" See Rule 1.0(m)
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~~~v~ ~o~o ~~~~~..~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~o
~~~ A ~aver~r~~ ~~~~~ ~~~ e~~~~ a~~~ ~ ~a~s~~e~s t~~aa~~
c~a~ra ~~~~a
,~ s~~~~nt ~~ ~~amv~r~~a~l~ ~sq~.flIl~~: ~~ ~~vxae~~$aag,p~~s~~
s~~ry sec~x~ax~y
~o~ ~#~e~ ~eea~~a~~~gi i~~~res~ ~s~~r~ss~ t~ ~ c~ae~at ~~~ess
e
~~) ~1~~ t~a~s,~c~~~~ a~~ tea~s~~ ~~ ~~a~c~ tie la~ivye~
acq~a~~e~
~~~ ~~t~~e~~ ax~~ ~a~r ,~~~ re~5~~a~b~e #~ tae c~~e~~
and ~~e faa~l~
~a~c~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~aa~~~~i ~r~ ~rv~~~i~g a~a a ~aa~xae~ ~~aat
c~~ be
~~~s~~a~~~~r ~a~~~r~~~o~ ~~ t~~: c13e~at,
~~'~ t~~ ~~~e~~ a~ ~~w~~e~ ~~ ww~a~~~b ~~ ~~ae ~~sz:~~~~lgfry o~
~eeki~g ~~a~ ~~ ~~~e~n ~ ~~~~o~aa~ye o~~~~~~a~ipty ~~
s~e~ ~~e
~~v~ce ~~ i~~ep~~~a~r~f ~a~g~~ ~~~n~e~ a~n ~h~ ~~~~sa~f~~~r
~~d
~3~ ~~a~ sl~e~~ g~-v~.~ a~~~~~a~~ ~~~seaa~, z~a a ~nr~z~~~~ ~ig~ea~
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~~ad ~~e
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,
a~c~~~~s~~ a ~~~~,~~ae~a~ary gasp, ~~ ~~~~v~~~ ens ~e$aa~~ ~~
~ ~~~Q~g ~~
g~~t~a~a~~~ b~ar~~~ ~~t~ ~~~i~eg ~~ ~ ~e~~~~ ~e~~te
~ ~~ ~~e ~~~rg~e~
~a~~ ~~i~~~~~~a~~ ~a~~ a~~a~e~~ ~~.e ~~~v-~ye~ ~~ ~€~a~r ~e~c~p
~e~~ ~f ~~ne
~~~~ as ~r~~~~~:s~ ~~ t~~ e~~ea~~, ~'~~ ~~~~~~e~ o~ ~~~~ pa~~~
~~~~,~~~~~~~
~~~s~ra~~ ~~c~~c~~ ~ s~~~a~~, e~~~~, ~~~a~s~e~~~~, pauzr~ g~a~~
~,
~~;c~~~
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~~~~~~
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~~~~~ iav~ry~~ sha~fl rac~t ~rovaaic; firaans~al assystazase to a
~~~~~~~~~n ~o~~~~~i~~e ~rt~ ~~a~~~a~~ ar co~atena~~ate~ ti#iba#i~~c,
excel# t~ata
{~.~ a la~vye~ a~ a~va~nc~ eoanrt cysts ~~ci exp~ereses of
~~~ag~t~~~a, ~h~ rep~gr~a~cera~ of ~k~i~~e ~~ ~e so~tg~ag~~t oar
~~e ~aat~oa~~ o~ tl~e rra~~ter, ~~d
~~9 a ~a~~r r~~s~es~:~t~~~ a~ ~~a~d~~erat slient may ~~y coax~t
~~s~s ara~ ~x~era~~s ~€ lakAg~t~€~~a €~a~ ~eha3~ of tkae ciien~,
gf) ~ l~~y~~ shill ra~~ aece~t ~~ ~~~satgo~a fmx x~presea~~i~g a
~lie~a~ ~~or~ Dees o~~ae~ ~~aa~a the c~a~~~ ~s~~ess:
41) fhe ~~~~~~~~gives in~orra~er~ ~oa~sent;
(2)t~ae~e is r~o i~t~r~erenc~ ~v~~k~ ~h~ ia~rvyer"s i~adepe~is~eaace
of p~~fessi~r~~l ~a~~o~n~~~ ~~ va~At~ tla~ c~iez~t-lavry~r
~e~a~ioz~skai~; acid
(3) inf~rrxa~ti~~a r~~at~~ag fo r~p~~sen~atioaa of a cliemt is
protected as r~q~ire~i ley Rule ~.6,
{g)A lavv~~~r ~vfl~o r~preser~trs t~~ ~r rz~c~~e ciiez~~~ shall raot
par~ici~ate an ~akireg ~a-~ agg~ega~e set~lerr~ez~t of the cl~ians of ~r
aga~~st the claem#s, or ~~ a cri~ai~aal ease are aggxegatec~ agreement
~s to ga~iltg~ o~ no90 co~~e~~de~e plus,a~~less eae&~ client gives
imfo~~taed co~ise~at, ia~ a ~rri#a~ag s~~~ed by the clien~a The lawyer's
d~sc~~s~a~e sham graclaac~e t~a~ ex~sferaee and ~aatu~e of all the claims
oa~ pleas anv~lved ar~d ~~ t~a~ paxt~c~~atgo~ of each pers~za i~ the
settl~rrgaezat.
41~)A iawye~ ~~aa~l ~a~t:
419 z~al~~ ~~i ~~ree era# ~r~s~estively limning the
lav~er's lia~fllity to a clg~nt fop a~~~actiee ~aa~less the client
~s irade~ez~de~~ly re~re~engeci ~xa making the agreeaxaent; or
62) settle ~ claim ~r ~ote~tia~ cl~azn for sash liats~l~#y tiv~th
aa~ ~.a~r~g~re~e~ated clie~~ or £o~~aae~ cl~~~at a~r~less ghat person is
advised i~ gating o~ tie e~~sn~ad~g~ity of seeking az~c~ is given
a ~eas~nable op~o~#a~~zty to seep t ae ac~~u~ee of insi~pe~dea~t
legal co~axasel zra c~~n~ect~or~ t~aerevri#1~,
(~9 A ~a~ry~~ shalt' a~~t a~q~~~e a prop~ietaay Ar~~erest gra t~~
c~~se ~~ action og subject ~aat~ea~ ~f ~~#iga#ion tine lawyer is
s~n~uc~in~ foa~ ~ client, excep# tl~~t tie lawyer ntaya
~1~ asc~ua~~ ~ iie~ a~t1~~t~~zed ~,~ ~a~v to s~c~are the layer"s
fee or ~~~~nses; ans~
(2) ~o~a~rac~ ~ritla a cl~~~at #~~ a r~as~a~a~le sor~fi~ageatt fee
Eli d CdVI~ C1S~,
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6~) A ~~v~ryer sd~ail nit ~a~ve se~~al re~ati~~s vvi~~ a e~aent
ixmless a sor~sensaaal sexaaay relatio~asfliip exi.stecl betwe
en ~l~ern
~rhe~a ties clflent-lawyer ~elat~onslai~ so a~aenceci.
dk)~Ihyle davvyers aye as~~ciated ire a fa~~a, a ~ro~ibi~ion
i~
flee f~~e~oiz~~ parag~a~~as (~)flar~a~g~ (~) that ap~l~e
s ~o aaay ores
of ti~em shah ~p~ly to ~fl~ ~# t ae .

Co~a~~~t
~u~i~zess ~'a~c~n~c~ctions beta~~en Cdaent ~~~ Z,r~zvyey
[1] A la~n~yer's legal skill and training, Together with the
relationship
of trust and confidence between lawyer and client, create
the possibility
of overreaching when the lawyer participates in a busine
ss, property or
financial transaction with 1 client,for example, a loan
or sales transaction
or a lawyer investment on behalf of a client. The requir
ements of paragraph (a) must be met even when t11e tr~nszction is not
closely related to
the subject matter of the representation, as when a lawye
r drafting a will
for a client lea~~ns that the client needs money for unrela
ted expenses and
offers to male a loan to the client. The Rule applies to
lawyers engaged
in the sale of goods or services related to the practice of
law, for example,
the sale of title uzsurance or investment services to
existing clients of the
lawyer's legal practice. See Rule 5.7. It also applies to lawyer
s purchasing
property from estates they represent. It does not apply
to ordinary fee arrangements bettiveen client and lawyer, which are governed
by Rule 1.5,
although its regLiirements must be met when the lawyer
accepts an interest in the client's business or other nonmonetary proper
ty 1s payment
of all or pert of a fee. In addition, the Rule does not
apply to standard
commercial transactions between the lawyer and the
client for products
or servzces that the client generally markets to others
, for example, ban~cing ox brokerage services, medical services, prod~lc manufa
ts
ctured or
distributed by the client, znd utilities' services. Tn such
transactions, the
lawyer has zoo advaz-itage in dealing with the client, and the
restrictions in
paragraph.(a) axe urulecessary and impracticable.
[2] Paragraph (a)(1) requires that the trinsaction itself be
fair to the
client and. that its essential terms be ct~znlntlnicated to
the client, in writing, in ~ manner that can be reasonably understood..
Paragraph (a)(2)
regtures that the client also be advised, in writing, of
the desirability of
seeking the advice of independent le a). counsel. It
also z~equires that the
client be given a reasonable opportunity to obtain such
ldvice. Paragraph
(a)(3) req~,ures that the lawyer obtain the client's .informed
consent, in a
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writing signed by the client, both to the essential terms of the transaction and to the lawyer's role. When necessary, the lawyer should discuss
both the material risks of the proposed transactian, including any risk
presented by the lawyer's involvement, and the existence of reasonably
available alternatives and should explain why the advice of independent
legal co~~nsel is desirable. See Rule 1.0(e)(definition of informed consent).
[3] The risk to a client is gxeltest when the client expects th.e lawyer
to represent the client in the transaction itself ox whezl the lawyer's financial intexest otherwise poses a significant risk that the lawyer's representltion of the client will be material).y limited by the lawyer's financill
interest in the transaction. Here th.e lawyer's role requires that the lawyer must comply, not only with the requirements of paragraph (a), but
also with the requirements of Rule 1.7. Under that Rule, the lativyex m~.~st
disclose the risks associated with the layvyer's dua:i role as both legal adviser end participant in the transaction, such as the risk that the lawyer
will structure the transaction or give legal advice in a way that favors the
lawyer's interests at the expense of the client. Moreover, the lawyer must
obtain the client's informed consent. In some cases, the lawyer's interest
may be such that Rule 1.7 will preclude the lawyer from seeking the client's consenf to the transaction.
[~~ If the client is independently represented in the transaction, paragraph (a)(2) of this Rule is inapplicable, and the paragraph (a)(1) requirement for .full discloseire is satisfied either by a written disclosure by the
lawyer involved in the transaction ar by the client's independent counsel.
The fact that the client was independently represented an the transaction
is relevant in determining whether the agreement was fair and reasonable to the client as paragraph (a)(1) further requires.

Llse ofInf~Ynzrti~r~ IZe~~~e~l to ~e~a^~sent~t~on
[5] Use of informafiion relating to the representation to the disadvantage of the client violates the lawyer's duty of loyalty. Paragraph (b) applies when the information is used to benefit either the lawyer or a third
person, silch as another client or business associate of the lawyer. Por example, if a laU~yer learns that a client intends to purchase and develop
several parcels of land, the lawyer may not use that information to pL~rchase one of the parcels in competition with the client or to recommend
that another client make such ~ purchase. The Rule does not prohibit uses
that do not disadvantage the client. For exlmple, a lawyer who learns a
government agency's interpretation of trade legislation during the repre-
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sentation of one client may properly use that
information to benefit other
clients. Paragraph (b) prohibits disadvantageous
use of client information
unless the client gives informed consent, excep
t as permitted or required
by these RL11es. See Rules 1.2(d), 1.6, 1.9(c)
, 3.3, 4.1(b), 8.1 and 8.3.
Guts to Z,~tzv~ev~s
[6)A lawyer znay accept a gift from a client
, if the transaction meets
general standards of fairness. For example,
a simple gi£t such as a present given at a holiday or as a token of
appreciation is permitted. If a client offers the lawyer a more substantial gift,
paragraph (c) does not prohibit the lawyer from accepting it, although
such a gift may be voidable
by the client under the doctrine of Luzdue
influence, which treats client
gifts as presumptively fraudulent. In any event
, due to concerns about
overreaching a.nd imposition on clients, a lawy
er may not suggest that a
substantial gift be made to the lawyer or for
the lawyex's benefit, except
where the lawyer is related to the client as set
forth in paragraph (c).
[7] If effectuation of a substantial gift requi
res preparing a legal instrument such as a will or conveyance, the
client should have the detached advice that another lawyer can provi
de. The sole exception to this
Rule is where the client is a relative of the donee
.
[8] This Rule does not prohibit a lawyer
from seeking to have the
lawyer or a partner or associate of the
lawyer named as executor of
the client's estate ox to another. potentially
lucrative fiduciary position.
Nevertheless, such appointments will be subje
ct to the general conflict
of interest provision in Rule 1.7 when there
is a significant risk that the
lawyer's interest in obtaining the appointment
will materially limit the
lawyer's independent professional judgment in
advising the client concerning the choice of an executor or other fiduc
iary. In obtaining the client's informed consent to the conflict, the lawyer
should advise the client
concerning the nature and extent of the lawye
r's financial interest in the
appointment, as well as the availability of
alternitive candidates fox the
position.
~~teY~c~y d~a~ltts
[9] An agreement by ~~hich a lawyer acqui
res literary or media rights
concerning the conduct of the representation
creates a conflict between
the interests of the client and the personal
interests of the lawyer. Mea.strres suif~ble in the representation of the
client may detract from the
publication value of an account of the repre
sentation. Paragraph (d) does
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ction concerning ltnot prohibit ~ lawyer representing a client in a transa
consist of a share
erary property from agreeing that the lawyer's fee shall
rms to Rule 1.5
confo
t
izz ownership in the property, i~ the arrangemen
and paragraphs(a) and (i).

~'i~r~aa~~~~ ~~s~st~a~~e

strative proceed[10] Lawyers may not subsidize lawsuits or admini
g or guarznteeing
ings brought on behalf of their clients, including makin
to do so would encourloans to their clients for living expenses, bec~~~se
wise be brought and
age clients to pursue lawsuits that might not other
a financial stale in the
because such assistance gives lacNyers too great
on a lawyer lendlitigation. These dangers do not warrant a prohibition
ing, the expenses of
ing aclient court costs and litigation expenses, includ
presenting evidence,
medical examination and the costs of obtaining end
hable from contingent
because these advances are virtually indistinguis
an exception allowrly,
fees and help ensure access to the coL~rts. Simila
and litigation
ing lawyers representing indigent clients to pay court costs
repaid is warranted.
expenses regardless of whether these funds will be

~~~so~ P~c~~~n~fc~~ c~ La~zva~e~'~ 5e~^vi~~s

under circum[11] Lawyers are frequently asked to represent ~ client
the lawyer, in whole
stances in which a third person will compensate
friend, an indemnitor
or in part. The third person might be a relative or
(such as a coxpora(such as a liability insurance company) or ~ co-client
se third-party
tion sued along with one or more of its employees). Becau
t11e client, inof
those
from
payers frequently have interests thlt differ
the representation
cluding interests in minimizing the amount spent on
xs ire proand in learning how the representation is progressing, lawye
s the lawLtnles
ons
hibited from. accepting or continiting such representati
the lawyer's indeyer determines that there will be no interference with
consent fxom the
med
infor
is
pendent professional judgment and there
with a lawyer's proclient. See also Rule 5.4(c) (prohibiting interference
ys or pays the lawyer
fessional judgmeni by one who recommends,emplo
to render legal services fox another).
obtain the cli[12] Sometimes, it will be sufficient fox the lawyer to
the identity
and
nt
payme
the
ent's informed consent regarciir:ig the fact of
t crepes a conof the third-party payer. If, however, fhe fee arrangemen
y with R~rle 1.7.
flict of interest for the lawyer, then the lawyer must compl
R~~le 1.6 concernThe lawyer mLrst also conform to the requirements of
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Rule ~.8

ing confidentiality. Under Rule 1.7(a), a conflict of
interest exists if there
is sibficant risk that the lawyer's representation
of the client will be materially limited by the lawyer's own izlterest in the fee
ar~~angement or by
the Lawyer's responsibilities to the third-party payer
(for e~a.mple, where
the third-party payer is 1 co-client). Under Rule 1.7(b),
the lawyer may accept or continue the representation with t11e informed
consent of each affected client, Lidless the conflict is nonconsentable under
that paragr~pll.
Under Rule 1.7(b), the informed consent must be confi
rmed in writing.

flg~yeg~te Settlements
[13] Di£ferezzces in willingness to make ox accept
an offer of settlement are among the risks of common representation
of multiple clients
by a single lawyer. Under Rule 1.7, this is one of
the risks that should
be discussed before Llndertal<ing the representati
on, as part of the process of obtaining the clients' informed consent. In
addition, Rule 1.2(a)
protects each client's right to have the final say in
deciding whether to
accept or reject an offer of settlement and in deciding
whether to enter a
guilty or polo contendere plea in a criminal case. The
rL11e stated in this
paragraph is a corollary of both these Rules and provid
es that, before any
settlement offer or plea bargain is made or accepted
on behalf of multiple
clients, the lawyer must inform each of them about all
the material terms
of the settlement, including what the other clients
will receive or pay if
the settlement or plea offer is accepted. See also Rule
1.0(e) (definition
of informed consent). Lawyers representing a class of
plaintiffs or defendants, or those proceeding derivatively, may not have
a full client-lawyer
relationship with each member of the class; nevertheless
, such lawyers
must comply with applicable rules regulating notification
of class members ante other procedural requirements designed to ensur
e adequate
protection of the entire class.

Limit%ng Liability cznd Settl%ng l~c~lp~cactiee Clr~~ans
[14] Agreements prospectively limning a lawyex's liabili
ty for malpractice are prohibited unless the client is independen
tly represented in
making the agreement because they are likely to under
mine competent
and diligent representation. Also, many clients are
unable to evaluate the
desirability of making such an agreement before a
dispute has arisen,
particularly if they axe then represented by the lawye
r seeking the agreement. This paragraph does not, however; prohibit
a Dwyer. from entering into an agreement with the client to arbitrate legal
malpractice claims,
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provided such agreements are enforceable and t:he client is fully informed
of the scope and e:Efect of the agreement. Nor does this paragraph limit
the ability of lawyers to practice in the form of alimited-liability entity,
where permitted by law, provided that each Dwyer remains personally
liable to the client for his or her own conduct znd the firm complies with
any conditions required by law, such 1s provisions requiring client notification or maintenance of adequate liability insurance. Nor does it prohibit
an agreement in accordance with Rule 1.2 that defines the scope of the
representation, although a definition of scope that makes the obligations
of representation illusory will amount to ~n attempt to limit liability.
[15] Agreements settling a claim or a potential claim for malpractice
are not prohibited by this Rule. Nevertheless, in view of the danger that
a lawyer wi11 take unfair advantage of an unrepresented client ox former
client, the lawyer must first advise such a person in writing of the appropriateness of independent representation in connection with such a
settlement. In addition, the lawyer must give the client or former client a
reasonable opportunity to find and consult independent counsel.
~icqu~ring 1'~opa~ietaYy Interest in Litigcttzon
[16] Paragraph (i) states the traditional general rule that lawyers
are prohibited from acquiring a proprietary interest in litigation. Like
paragraph (e), the general rule has its basis in common law champerty
and maintenance and is designed to avoid giving the lawyer too great
an interest in the representation. In addition, when the lawyer acquires
an ownership interest in the subject of the representation, it will be more
difficult for a client to discharge the lawyer if the client so desires. The
Rule is subject to specific exceptions developed in decisional law and
continued in these Rules. The exception for certain advances of the costs
of litigation is set forth in paragraph (e). In addition, paragraph (i) sets
forth exceptions for liens aLzthorized by law to secure the lawyer's fees
or expenses and contracts for reasonable contingent fees. The law of each
jurisdiction determines which liens axe authorized by law. These may include liens granted by stltute, liens originating in common law and liens
acquired by contract with the client. When a lawyer acquires by contract
a sec~.irity interest in property other than that recovered through the lawyex's efforts in the litigation, such an acquisition is a business or financial
transaction with a client and is governed by the requirements of paragraph (a). Contracts for contingent fees in civil cases are governed by
Rule 1.5.
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client-Lcaz~~ea~ Sexual 1Zel~ttioras~ai~s
[17) The relationship between lawyer and
client is a fiduciary one in
which the lawyer occupies the highest posit
ion of trust and confidence.
The relationship is almost always unequal;
thus, a sexual relationship betweerl lawyer and client can involve unfai
r exploitation of the lawyer's
fiduciary role, in violation of the lawyer's
basic ethical obligation not to
use the trust of the client to the clien.t's disad
vantage. In addition, such
a relationship presents a significant danger
that, because of the lawyer's
emotional involvement, th.e lawyer will be
unable to represent the client
without impairment of the exercise o£ uzdep
endent professional judgment. Moreover, a blixrred line between the
professional and personal
relationships may make it difficult to predi
ct to what extent client confidences will be protected by the attor
ney-client evidentiary privilege,
since client confidences are protected by privi
lege only when they are
.imparted in the context of the client-lawyer
relationship. Because of the
significant danger of harm to client interests
and because the client's own
emotional involvement renders it unlikely
that the client could give adequate informed consent, this Rule prohibits
the lawyer from having sexual relations with a client regardless of wheth
er the relationship is consensual and regardless of the absence of preju
dice to the client.
[18] Sexual relationships that predate the client
-lawyer relationship
are not prohibited. Issues relating to the explo
itation of the fiduciary relationship and clienf dependency are diminished
when the sexual relationship existed prior to the commencement of
the client-lawyer relationship.
However, before proceeding with the repre
sentation in these circumstances, the Dwyer should consider whether
the lawyer's ability to represent the client will be materi111y limited by
the relationship. See Rule
1.7(x)(2).
[19] When the client is an organization, parag
raph (j) of this Rule
prohibits a lawyer for the organization (whether
inside counsel or outside counsel)from having a sexual relationship
with a constituent of the
organization who super.vises, directs or regularly
consults with that 11wyer concerning the organization's legal matters.
Iv~zy~z~t~tion ~fP~~hibitaoazs
[20] Under paragraph (k), a prohibition on
conduct by 1n individual
lawyer in paragraphs (a) through (i) also appli
es to all lawyers associated. in a firm with the personally prohibited
lawyer. For example, one
lawyer in a firm may not enter into a business
transaction with a client of
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(a), even
mother member of the firm without complying with paragraph
of the
if the £first lawyer is not personally involved in the representation
apzlot
is
and
l
client. The prohibition set Forth in paragraph (j) is persona
plied to associlted lawyers.

~~~~~~~~r~~~ ~~~~~-~~~~~~e~c~~
"Firrri' See Ru.1e 1.0(c)
"Informed consent" See Rule "1.0(e)
"I<nowingl~y" See Rule 1.0(f}
"Substantial" See R~a1e 1.0(1)
"Writing" and "Signed." See Rule 1.0(n)
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[1] After termination of a cliezZt-lawyer relationship,
a lawyer has
certain continuing duties with respect to confidentialit
y and conflicts of
interest and thus may not represent anotlZer diezzt except
in conformity
with this Rule. Undex this Rule,for example, a lawyer could
not properly
seek to rescind on behalf of a new client a contract drafte
d on behalf of
the former client. So also a Izwyer who has prosecuted
an accused person could not properly represent the accused in a subseq
uent civil action
against the government concerning the same transac
tion. Nor could a
lawyer who has represented multiple clients in a matter
represent one of
the clients against the others in the same or a substantially
related matter
after a dispixte arose among the clients in that matter,
unless all affected
clients give informed consent. See Comment[9]. Current and
former government lawyers must comply with this Rule to the extent
required by
Rixle 1.11.
[2] The scope of a "ma.tter" for purposes of this Rule depend
s on the
facts of a particular situation or transaction. The lawyer
's involvement
in a matter can also be a question of degree. When a
lawyer has been
directly involved in a specific transaction, subsequent
representation of
other clients with materially adverse interests in that transac
tion clearly
is prohibited. On the other hand, a lawyer who recurre
ntly handled a
type of problem for a former client is not precluded. from
later representing another client in a factually distinct problem of that
type even though
the subsequent re~resent~tion involves a position advers
e to the prior
client. Similar considerations can apply to the reassignment
of military
lawyers between defense and prosecution functions within
the same military jurisdictions. The underlying question is whether the
lawyer was so
involved in the matter that the subsequent representation
can be jixstly
regarded as a changing of sides in the matter in gLrestion.
[3] Matters axe "substantially related" for purposes of this
Rule if
they involve the same transaction or legal dispute or if there otherw
ise is
a substantial risk that confidential factual information as would
normally
have been obtained in the prior representation would materially
advance
the client's position in the subsequent matter. For example, a lawyer
who
has represented a businessperson and learned extensive
private financial information about that person may not then represent
that persozl's
spouse in seeking a divorce. Similarly, a lawyer who has
previously represented aclient in securing environmental permits to build
a shopping
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center would be precluded from. representing neighbors seeking to oppose rezoning of the property on t11e basis of environmental consid.erations; however, the lawyer would not be precluded, on the grounds of
sLibstantial relationship, from defending a tenant of the completed shopping center. in resisting eviction for nonpayment of rent. Information that
has been disclosed to ~lze public or to other parties advexse to t11e forz~er
client ordinarily will not be disqualifying. Information acquired in ~ prior
representation may have been rezldered obsolete by the passage of time,
a circumstance that may be relevant in determining whether two represent~tions are substantially related. In the case of an organizational client,
general knowledge of the client's policies and practices ordinarily will
not precl~ide a subsequent representation; on the other hand, knowledge
of specific facts gained in a prior representation that are relevant to the
matter in question ordinarily will preclude such a representation. A former client is not required to reveal t11e confidential information learned
by the lawyer in order to establish a substantial risk that the lawyer has
confidential information to use in the subsequent matter. A conclusion
about the possession o£ such information may be based on the nature
of. the services the lawyer provided the foxmer client and information
that would in ordinary practice be learned by a J.awyer providing such
services.

L,c~wyeYs Moving Between FiYsns
[4] When lawyers have been associated within a firm but then end
their association, the question of whether a lawyer should undertake representation is more complicated. There are several competing considerations. First, the client previoti~sly represented by the fornner firm must be
reasonably assured that the principle of loyalty to the client is not compromised. Second, the rule should not be so broadly cast as to preclude
other pexsons from having reasonable choice of legal counsel. Third, the
rule should not unreasonably hamper lawyers from forming new associations and taking on new clients after having left a previous association. In this connection, it should be recognized that today many lawyers
practice in firms, that many lawyers to some degree limit their practice to
one field or another, and that many move from one association to another
several times in their careers. If the concept of imputation were applied
with t~nc~ualified rigor, the result would be radical curtailment of the opportunity of l~wye~~s to move from one practice setting to another and of
the opportunity of clients to change counsel.
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[5] Paragraph (U) operates to disqualify the lawyer only when the
lawyex involved has actual knowledge of information protected by Rules
1..6 Ind 1.9(c). Thus, if a lawyer while with one firm acquired no knowledge or information relating to a particular client of the firm, and that
lawyer later joined another firm, neither t].Ze lawyer individually nor the
second firm is disqualified from representing another client izz the same
or a related matter even though the interests ~f the two clients conflict.
See Rule L10(b) for the restrictions on z firm once a lawyer has termiHated association with the firm.
[6] Application of plragraph (b) depends on a situation's particular
facts, aided by inferences, deductions or working presumptions that re1sonably may be made about the way in which lawyez•s work together. A
lawyer may hive general access to files of X11 clients of a law £irm and
may regularly participate in discussions of their affairs; it should be infermd that such a lawyer in fact is privy to all information about all the
firm's clients. In contrast, another lawyer may have access to the files of
only a limited mtmber of clients and participate in discussions of the affairs of no other clients; izz the absence of information to the contrary, it
should be inferred that such a lawyer in fact is privy to information about
the clients actually served but not those of other clients. In such an inqui.ry, the burden of proof should rest Upon the firm whose disqu~lification issought.
[7] Independent of the question of disgir~lification of a firm, a lawyer
changing professional association has a continuing duty to preserve confidentiality of information about a client formerly represented. See Rules
1.6 and 1.9(c}.
[8] Paragraph (c) provides that information acquired by the lawyer
in the course of representing a client may not subsequently be used or revea]ed by the lawyer to the disadvantage of the client. However, the fact
that a lawyer has once served a client does not preclude the lawyer from
using generally known information about that client when later representing another client.
[9) The provisions of this Rule are for the protection of former clients
and can be waived if the client gives informed consent, which consent
must be confirmed in writing under paragraphs (a) and (b). See Rule
1.0(e). With regard to the effectiveness of an advance waiver, see Comment[22] to R~.ile 1.7. With regard to disqualification of a firm with which
a lawyer is or was formerly associated, see Rule 1.10.
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"Confirmed in writing" See Rule 1.0(b)
"Firm" See Rule 1.0(c)
"Informed Consent" See Rule 1.0(e)
"Knowingly" and "Known" See Rule 1.0(f)
"Writing" See Rule 1.0(n)
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with interests materially adverse to those of a client represez~tecl
by the formerly associated lawyer and not currently represented
by the firm, unless:
(1) the matter is the same or substantially related to that in
which the formerly associated lawyer represented the client; and
(2) any lawyer remaining in the firm has information
protected by Rules 1.6 and 19(c) that is material to the matter.
(c)!~ disqualification prescribed by this rule may be waived
by the affected client under the conditions stated in 12u1e 71.7.
(d)The disqualification of lawyers a~sociatesl in a firm with
former or cixxrent government lawyers is governed by 12u1e 1.11.

Co rnet
17efinition of"Firm"
[1] For purposes of the Rules of Professional Conduct, the term
"firm" denotes lawyers in a law partnership, professional corporation,
sole proprietorship or other association authorized to practice law; or
lawyers employed in a legal services organization or the legal department of a corporation or other organization. See Rule 1.0(c). Whether two
or more lawyers constitute a firm within this definition can depend on
the specific facts. See Rule 1.0, Comments [2]—[4].

''~

Pri~tciples ofIanputed I~isquRlificRtion
[2] The rule of imputed disqualification stafed in paragraph (a) gives
effect to the principle of loyalty to the client as it applies to lawyers who
pxactice in a law firm. Such situations can be considered £rom the premise
that a firm of lawyers is essentially one lawyer for purposes of the rules
governing loyalty to the client, or from the premise that each lawyer is
vicariously bound by the obligation of loyalty owed by each lawyer with
whom the lawyer is associated. Paragraph (a)(1) operates only among the
lawyers currently associated in a firm. When a lawyer moves from one
£irm to another, the situation is governed by Rules 1.9(b) and 1.10(a)(2)
and 1.10(b).
[3] The rule in paragraph (a) does not prohibit representation where
neither questions of client loyalty nor protection of confidential information are presented. Where one lawyer in a firm could. not effectively represent a give~z client because of strong political beliefs, fox example, but
that lawyer will do no work on the case and the personal beliefs of the
lawyer will not materially limit the representltion by others in the firm,
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the firm should not be c~i.squalified. On the other. hlncl, if an opposing
party in a case were owzled by a lawyer in t11e law £irm, anc~ others in the
firm would be materially lim:i~ed in pursuing the matter because of loyalty to that lawyer, the personal disqualification of the lawyer wotiild be
imputed to all o~rhers in the firm.
[4] The r~.~le in paragraph (~) also does not prohibit representation by
others i.n the law firm where the person prohibited from involvement in
a mattex is a rlonlawyer, such as z plralegal ox legal secretary. Nor does
paragraph (a) prohibit representation if the llwyer is prohibited from actin~ because o:E events before t11e person became a lawyer, for example,
work that the person did while a law student. Such persons, however, ordinarily must be screened from any personal participation in the matter
to avoid comm~.uzication to others in the firm. of confidential information
that both the nonlawyers and the firm have a legal duty to protect. See
Rules 1.0(1<) and 5.3.
[5] Rule 1.10(b) operates to permit a law firm, antler certlin circumstazlces, to represeT.zt a person with interests directly adverse to those of a
client represented by a lawyer wlzo formerly was associated with the firm.
The Rule applies regardless of when the formerly associated lawyer represented the client. However, the law firm m1y not represent a person with
interests adverse to those of a present client of the firm, which wot~id violate Rile 1.7. Moreover, the firm may not represent the person where the
matter is the same or substantially related Eo that in which the formerly
associated Iawyer represented the client and any other lawyer currently
in the firm h.as material information protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(c).
[6] Rule 1.10(c) removes imputation with the informed consent of the
affected client or former client Linder fhe conditions stated in Rule 1.7. The
conditiozls stated in Rule 1.7 require the lzwyer to determine that the representation is not prohibited by R~,ile 1..7(b) and that each affected client or
former client has given informed consent to the representation, confirmed
in writing. In. some uses, the risk may be so severe thlt the conflict may
not be cured by client consent. For a discussion of the effectiveness of client waivers of. conflicts that might arise in ~h.e future, see Rule 1.7, Comme7zt [22]. Por a definition of informed consent, see Rule 1.0(e).
[7] Rule 1.~10(a)(2) similarly removes the imputation otherwise required by Rule 1.10(x), but unlike section (c), it does so withoL~t requiring
that there be informed consent by the former client. Instead, it requires
that the procedures laid out in sections (a)(2)(i)-(iii) be followed. A description of. effective screening mechanisms appears in Rule 1.0(k). Law-
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yers should be aware, however, that, even where screen
ing mechanisms
have been adopted, tribunals may consider additi
onal factors in ruling
upon motions to disglxalify a lawyer from pending litigat
ion.
[8] Paragraph (a)(2)(i) does not prohibit the scree
ned lawyer from
receiving a salary or partnership share established by
prior independent
agreement, but that lawyer may not receive compensati
on directly related to the matter in which t11e lawyer is disqualified
.
[9) The notice required by paragrlph (a)(2)(ii) generally
should include adescription of the screened lawyer's prior
representation and be
given as soon as practicable after the need for screen
ing becomes apparent. It also should include a statement by the scree
ned lawyer and the
firm that the client's materiel confidential informatio
n has not been disclosed or used in violation of the Rules. The notice is
intended to enable
the former client to evaluate and comment upon the
effectiveness of the
screening procedures.
[10] The certifications required by paragraph (a)(2)(iii)
give the former client assurance that the client's material confidential
information
has not been disclosed or used inappropriately, either
prior to timely implementation of a screen or thereafter. If compliance canno
t be certified,
the certificate must describe the failure to comply.
[11) Where a lawyer has joined a private firm after havin
g represented the government, imputation is governed by Rule
1.11(b) and (c),
not this Rule. Under Rule 1.11(d), where a lawyer
represents the government after. having served clients in private practice, nongo
vernmental
employment or in another government agency,former-clie
nt conflicts are
not imputed to government lawyers associated with the indivi
dually disqualified lawyer.
[12] Where a lawyer i.s prohibited fxom engaging in certai
n transactions Lender Rule 1.8, paragraph (k) of that Rule, and not this
Rule, determizles whether that prohibition also applies to other lawye
rs associated
in a firm with the personally prohibited lawyer.

Definitgonal Cross-References
"Firm" See Rule 1.0(c)
"Knowingly" See Rule 1.0(f)
"Partner" See Rule 1.0(g)
"Screened" See Rule 1.0(k)
"Tribunal" See Rule 1.0(m)
"Written" See Rule 1.0(n)
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